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Abstract:

In many social situations, human behaviour di�ers from the Nash-equilibrium un-

der sel�sh payo�-maximisation. Numerous social-preference models have been

proposed, virtually all of them relying on the Nash-equilibrium concept. This

paper determines the Nash-equilibrium sets that result given experiment partici-

pants’ elicited preferences, and tests the various aspects of a ‘revealed-preference

Nash-equilibrium’ by inducing common knowledge of preferences, using a public-

good situation as an example. The data show that in a three-player public-good

situation, multiple equilibria should be expected relatively often (in a third of the

cases). Second, most participants’ individual behaviour is in accordance with as-

pects of Nash equilibrium: most people best-respond to their beliefs, choose equi-

librium actions, and consider beliefs that correspond to an equilibrium. However,

many participants predict others’ behaviour poorly, which also entails that be-

haviour rarely is in equilibrium. This points to models like level-k as potential

components for better social-preference theories. The experimental �ndings are

obtained using experienced participants and robust to giving participants the op-

tion to look up the set of equilibria of their game, and to reducing the number of

players to two.

Keywords: Public good, social dilemma, Nash-equilibrium, rational beliefs, condi-

tional cooperation, social preferences.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

In many social situations, ranging from gift-exchange over ultimatum bargaining

to public-good situations, human behaviour di�ers substantially from the Nash-

equilibrium that results if we assume that players care only about their own mon-

etary payo�.
1

To resolve this discrepancy, numerous models of social preferences

have been proposed.
2

In fact, as of today, it is widely acknowledged that most

people care about others to some extent.
3

At the same time, virtually all the-

oretic accounts of pro-social cooperative behaviour are based on the notion of

Nash-equilibrium.
4

What remains to be answered is the question of what equilib-

ria experimental participants actually face, and whether behaviour corresponds

to a Nash-prediction that is based on participants’ actual preferences (a ‘revealed-

preference Nash-equilibrium’, or rpne, in the following). This is what the present

paper does, using public-good situations as an example.

This paper contributes to the literature in four important ways. The paper

tests the strategic aspect of the usual models of other-regarding preferences and,

far more importantly, singles out which aspects of the rpne match behaviour and

which do not. Thereby, it goes beyond the vast literature that tests whether the

models make predictions in line with observed behaviour. The paper addresses

this issue in the context of a public-good game, one of the most-studied games in

the experimental literature. Thereby, it adds to our understanding of cooperative

behaviour in general. Third, the paper introduces the methodologic innovation

of presenting a way to induce common knowledge of preferences. The experi-

mental design allows to test theories that maintain the assumption of common

knowledge of preferences—like virtually all social-preference theories—in an en-

vironment where they should apply. Finally, by computing the rpne of all poten-

tial matches of 236 participants, the paper provides solid empirical evidence of the

strategic environment induced by a public-good situation that can be contrasted

with theory. For example, the model by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) predicts multi-

ple equilibria in only 6% of all randomly-formed groups, which contrasts with an

observed 38%.

To accomplish the above-mentioned aims, the �rst thing we need to know

is participants’ preferences. Following a long tradition from social psychology as

1
E.g., Berg et al. (1995), Fehr et al. (1993), Güth et al. (1982), or the papers reviewed in Ledyard

(1995).

2
E.g., Rabin (1993), Fehr and Schmidt (1999), Levine (1998), or Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger

(2004).

3
E.g., Binmore and Shaked (2010).

4
E.g., for public-good contributions, see the recent approaches of Ambrus and Pathak (2011)

and Klumpp (2012), and the references cited therein. A notable exception is the theoretic model of

sociologist Dijkstra (2012) in which only individual rationality is assumed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

well as behavioural economics, I measure preferences for conditional cooperation:

how much participants are willing to contribute to the public good depending on

others’ contributions.
5

The second condition that is necessary for answering whether participants act

according to a rpne is that we know participants’ beliefs about their co-players’

preferences. Typically, the social-preference models which try to capture behaviour

in public-goods experiments assume common knowledge of preferences.
6

This

assumption may be problematic since it seems too big of a stretch particularly in

one-shot games.
7

To be able to test the theories, scholars have circumvented this

issue by looking at late-round behaviour from repeated games, postulating that

participants will have had enough interaction experience to learn what kind of

preferences others have (e.g., Ambrus and Pathak, 2011). However, the latter is an

assumption that has not been subjected to thorough empirical testing.
8

Unfortu-

nately, few studies combine an elicitation of preferences with many repetitions.

Hence, we typically do not know whether the equilibrium predictions to be tested

rely on the correct assumptions with respect to participants’ preferences—not even

speaking of participants’ beliefs over others’ preferences.
9

This study uses a di�erent approach. By inducing common knowledge of pref-

erences, I control for participants’ beliefs over others’ preferences directly. Prior

to the game of interest, I elicit participants’ conditional-contribution preferences,

that is, their best-response vectors for all contingencies of the game, using the

approach of Fischbacher et al. (2001) as re�ned by Cheung (2013). In the subse-

quent simultaneous linear public-good situation, I reveal each participant’s best-

response vector to all other members of the participant’s group. Thereby, I create

an environment with common knowledge of conditional-contribution preferences

that allows to test the pure-strategy rpne predictions in a highly controlled way.

In the experiment, I control for further relevant aspects by design. To minimise

5
Cf. the many references provided in Fischbacher and Gächter (2010), or Fischbacher et al.

(2012). Conditional-cooperation preferences may be a type of social preferences in their own right,

or a manifestation of underlying preferences, e.g., for reciprocity.

6
E.g., the aforementioned models by Rabin (1993), Fehr and Schmidt (1999), Ambrus and Pathak

(2011), and Klumpp (2012).

7
A second reason arises in the context of testing social-preference theories in repeated games.

In their seminal paper, Kreps et al. (1982) show that doubts about the other players’ motivation

may lead to cooperative behaviour even by completely sel�sh agents in �nitely-repeated games,

which adds a strong confound in repeated-game experiments.

8
Ambrus and Pathak (2011) justify this assumption by reporting that experienced participants

predict the pattern of average contributions over a 10-period public-good game su�ciently well.

9
Possibly the only study where a preference-elicitation part is combined with a long public-good

interaction is Burlando and Guala (2005), with 20 periods of a public-good situation with constant

groups that is repeated a week later. They focus on the dynamic pattern of contributions in the

second super-game and do not contrast the behavioural outcomes to game-theoretic predictions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

the amount of confusion about the situation, I invite only experienced participants

to the study. To control for computational complexity, I add a treatment in which

participants may look up the set of pure-strategy rpne. Finally, to further explore

the role of strategic uncertainty in the multi-person public-good game, I add a

two-player-game control treatment. The latter two measures shed further light

on why participants may not behave as prescribed by the rpne prediction.

The experimental data shows that participants deviate less from the rpnewhen

preferences are common knowledge compared to when they are not. At the same

time, average contributions are higher than predicted even under common knowl-

edge of preferences. This is due to frequent positive contribution-levels when the

only rpne strategy pro�le would be omnilateral full defection. Most participants

best-respond to their beliefs and choose rpne actions, and relatively few believe

that others will not act according to the rpne prediction.
10

However, most par-

ticipants’ beliefs deviate from the empirically accurate contributions combination

of their fellow group members. The latter is particularly surprising because par-

ticipants may state multiple guesses on their co-players’ contributions. In sum,

these results suggest that in public-good experiments, participants act rationally

upon their preferences for conditional cooperation. However, they also suggest

that the belief-formation process does not lead to an equilibrium in beliefs even

for experienced participants under common knowledge of preferences. Contrary

to what we might think, this is not due to the complexity of the game: there is

no meaningful di�erence between the data obtained in the main treatment and

the data from either the control treatment with optional rpne-set disclosure or a

two-player control treatment.

As may be expected, the average percentage of inaccurate beliefs is higher in

groups with multiple rpne compared to groups with a unique, full-defection rpne.

An additional exploratory analysis reveals that this does not seem to be due to a

coordination problem stemming from the multiplicity of equilibria. Rather, the

higher belief inaccuracy can be explained merely by two factors: the combina-

tion of preference types within the respective group, and the simple fact that the

behaviour of defectors seems to be easier to predict than the behaviour of other

types.
11

Surprisingly, as many as one-third of the participants seem to expect sub-

stantial contributions even from defectors in groups with a unique, full-defection

rpne—who virtually always adhere to the equilibrium strategy.

10
The high rate of best-response play may come as a surprise, as Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker

(2008) �nd only little more than half of their participants best-respond to their stated beliefs in

3x3 normal-form games. The reason for this seeming discrepancy may be that in my study, only

experienced participants participated, for whom the public-good situation will have been less ab-

stract and therefore, cognitively less demanding than the normal-form games for inexperienced

participants in Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker’s study.

11
Player types do not di�er in their ability to predict others’ behaviour.
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2 A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 brie�y reviews

the experimental literature; Section 3 presents testable research hypotheses that

form the basis of the data analysis; Section 4 presents the experimental design, Sec-

tion 5 contains the data analysis, Section 6 provides a brief summary, and Section

7 concludes.

2 A brief review of the literature

As mentioned above, there is a huge literature on behaviour in public-good set-

tings. Excellent reviews of this literature can be found in Ledyard (1995), Gächter

(2007), Gächter and Herrmann (2009), and Chaudhuri (2011). The latter three re-

views explicitly address the literature on conditional-cooperation preferences up

to the time of their respective publication. More recently, Fischbacher et al. (2012)

show that the preference-elicitation method introduced in Fischbacher et al. (2001)

is behaviourally valid in the sense that contributions in a simultaneous public-

good game can be predicted by the preferences elicited in conjunction with par-

ticipants’ beliefs. Reverting the argument and putting it into the context of the

present study, Fischbacher et al. show that participants on average best-respond

to their beliefs.

This study adds to Fischbacher et al. (2012) and the earlier literature on coop-

eration because so far, no study has compared behaviour or beliefs to the Nash-

equilibrium benchmark (nor to the predictions of any other solution concept) in-

duced by the preferences revealed.
12

This comparison is fundamental because

much of the results reported in experimental studies stems from a conjoint test

of a set of participant preferences and assumptions about how these preferences

translate into behaviour, which are often equilibrium assumptions. In interpret-

ing the results, it is then assumed that these assumptions do hold. Naturally, the

present study also relies on a conjoint test, but arguably, the assumptions made

here are weaker. I only need to assume that participants know how they like to

respond to the contributions of others, and that this does not change between two

consecutive situations.
13

12
A working paper by Breuer and Hüwe (2013) addresses this same issue in a slightly di�erent

way, resting on a reciprocity model that incorporates over-optimistic beliefs. They report strong

experimental support for their model, singling out a ‘false-consensus e�ect’ as a main driver for

participants’ over-optimism. Note that in our main treatments, a ‘false-consensus e�ect’ should

have no role as preference types are common knowledge.

13
Recent studies such as Brosig et al. (2007) or Blanco et al. (2011) seem to suggest that the

assumption of stable preferences over di�erent games as well as over time may not be warranted

under all circumstances. It can be argued, however, that given the overwhelming majority of

participants in the present study are playing a best-response to their beliefs in the second game

(where best-responses are de�ned by the �rst game), the assumption is reasonable in this particular

5



3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Probably closest in approach is the working paper by Healy (2011). He ex-

amines the question of how participants’ preferences and beliefs over preferences

translate situations into games and subsequently, how they determine beliefs and

behaviour. This is done for a selection of �ve di�erent game forms, one of which

is a prisoner’s dilemma in monetary terms. Healy (2011) �nds that often, par-

ticipants have di�erent games in mind when they face the same game form, in

clear violation of the assumption of common knowledge of the preference-type

distribution. Obviously, this cannot happen in the main treatments of the present

study. Another important di�erence to this study is that the preferences elicited

in Healy (2011) do not include reciprocity motives, which are a central motive in

social dilemmas (e.g., Croson, 2007).

3 Research hypotheses

The experiment sets out to identify which conditions of an elicited-preference-

based Nash-equilibrium describe participant behaviour well, and which do not.

In line with preceding studies such as Fischbacher and Gächter (2010), I use a

reduced-form approach to preferences: I look at conditional-contribution prefer-

ences, that is, preferences over strategies. Behind these proximate preferences,

there may be concerns over payo�s, inequality, reciprocity, e�ciency, or even

other concerns participants may have. A pure-strategy revealed-preference Nash-

equilibrium (rpne) of the game then is a contribution pro�le in which each player

chooses a contribution in line with her conditional-contribution preferences given

her belief on the other players’ contributions, and this belief is empirically correct.

To give some examples for rpne, suppose that three payo�-maximising play-

ers are facing a one-shot three-person linear public-good situation. Then, the

unique rpne of the game is the well-known full-defection equilibrium in which

no player contributes anything, and this is expected by all three players. Suppose

now that the three group members all have fully altruistic preferences. Then, the

unique rpne would be a full-contribution equilibrium in which all players con-

tribute their full endowment, and all three would expect full contributions by the

respective others. Finally, suppose the three group members are perfectly condi-

tionally cooperative players.
14

Then, one of the pure-strategy rpne would be that

all contribute some fraction k of their full endowment, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, expecting the

others to do the same (which the respective others do). Note that whether the

three conditional cooperators are motivated by strong inequity aversion or by re-

ciprocal concerns is irrelevant for the rpne prediction as long as the best-response

case.

14
A perfectly conditionally cooperative player is de�ned as a player who always wants to match

exactly her fellow group members’ average contributions, cf. Fischbacher et al. (2001).
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4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

correspondences are the same.

The experimental design presented below allows to make precise predictions

for participants’ contributions, as well as set predictions for their beliefs. This

is accomplished as follows: I present participants with a situation in which each

player’s utility maximum for each contribution combination of the other players

is known to all players, a novelty within the domain of games in which social

preferences play a role. The elicitation of participants’ preferences also enables

me to calculate all pure-strategy rpne of the game players face, and thus to make

precise set predictions for each player’s contribution and belief. Finally, eliciting

players’ beliefs allows to make a clear prediction about players’ actions.

From here, the general research question is obvious, namely whether partici-

pants play a pure-strategy rpne. As I imagine that participants generally do not

play in line with a rpne, the more intriguing—and potentially more important—

questions are those of which equilibrium conditions hold and which do not. To

be more precise, I will address whether participants play best-responses to their

beliefs; whether they play equilibrium actions; whether their beliefs correspond

to some rpne action of the other players; and whether participants’ beliefs are

empirically correct. Given these research questions, the hypotheses to be tested

are clear and derived from basic game theory:

H 1. Participants play a best-response to their belief.

H 2. Participants play rpne actions.

H 3. Participants’ beliefs correspond to the actions their co-players should take

according to the rpne prediction.

H 4. Participants’ beliefs are empirically correct.

If hypotheses H 1–4 hold, the conjoint hypothesis will also hold:

H 5. Participants play a revealed-preference Nash-equilibrium of the game.

4 Experimental Design

The focus of this paper is on testing the predictive accuracy of a revealed-preference

Nash equilibrium (rpne) in the context of cooperative behaviour in a one-shot

public-good situation. Therefore, the central experiment of each session will be a

non-repeated, simultaneous linear public-good situation I call the simPG-experiment,

described in Section 4.1. As I want to create an environment in which partici-

pants have common knowledge of preferences in some treatments of the simPG-

experiment, I need to elicit participants’ preferences beforehand. For this purpose,

7



4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

prior to the simPG-experiment participants go through a public-good situation

with the same parameters but using the strategy method (as introduced by Fis-

chbacher et al., 2001, and re�ned by Cheung, 2013), see Section 4.2. I call this the

prefs-experiment. Note that if participants know their behaviour in one experi-

ment may be revealed to others in the next experiment, they may have potential

signalling incentives in the �rst experiment. My experimental design allows to

counter this problem by including four additional experiments, as discussed in

Section 4.3.
15

Hence, participants make decisions in six distinct experiments, with

new interaction partners in each of them. Participants are paid for only one ran-

domly chosen experiment and do not get any feedback about others’ behaviour

before the simPG-experiment. Further, each experiment is explained only as soon

as it begins.

As this study focuses on the potential reasons for why players may not act in

line with the equilibrium prediction, I recruited experienced participants. This has

two advantages: it should eliminate inexperience as a reason for non-equilibrium

play and it should increase participants’ understanding of the game. Participants

in the experiment had participated in at least one public-good experiment and at

least four additional other experiments, with no upper limits. In the following, I

describe the simPG-experiment and the prefs-experiment in due detail.

4.1 The simPG-experiment

The simPG-experiment consists of a simultaneous three-player linear public-good

situation with an mpcr = 0.5 and an endowment of 20 Euros. Each player has to

choose a contribution to the public good from the set {0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20} Euros,

which is multiplied by 1.5 and divided equally among the three members of the

group, regardless of each group member’s own contribution.

The simPG-experiment is played under three information conditions. InnoInfo,

a benchmark treatment, no further information is given to participants. The info-

Type treatment induces common knowledge of best-reply correspondences to test

whether the pure-strategy rpne accurately describes participant behaviour. To

this end, participants see the complete conditional-contribution vector from the

prefs-experiment of both other members of their simPG group before choosing

their public-good contribution. In addition, they are o�ered a ‘calculator device’:

they can choose repeatedly either of the other players, enter contributions for

themselves and the remaining other player, and have the conditional contribution

15
These experiments are a dictator game, two di�erent Ultimatum-Reciprocity-Measure games

(Nicklisch and Wol�, 2012), and a reciprocity-willingness-to-pay game. In some of the later ses-

sions, the second Ultimatum Reciprocity Measure was replaced by a trust game. The game param-

eters are summarised in Table B.17 in Appendix B, for more details, please refer to the screenshots

in Appendix D.

8



4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

of the chosen player displayed to them (as opposed to �nding this information in

the 21-row table; see Figure D.27 in Appendix D). As a further control treatment,

in the infoEqm treatment participants may additionally click on a button to have

the ‘stable contribution combinations’ (i.e., all pure-strategy rpne) displayed to

them.
16

This treatment controls if potential deviations from the theoretic predic-

tion in infoType stem from participants’ inability to calculate the equilibria.

After the simultaneous public-good situation, participants in all treatments are

asked to specify their beliefs on what the other group members have contributed

in the simPG-experiment. When stating their beliefs, participants are shown their

co-players’ conditional-contribution vectors from the prefs-experiment (again).

Speci�cally, they can state up to four contribution combinations. The fewer com-

binations they state and the further up in their list of stated combinations, the

more they earn in case of a hit. For a correct speci�cation of a single combination,

they earn another 20 Euros; if the �rst out of four combinations is correct, they

earn 10 Euros.
17

This procedure has two advantages. It allows participants to ex-

press their degree of uncertainty about others’ behaviour, and it should limit the

impact of the potential hedging problem. This is because participants can state

both their true belief and their hedge, and because I will be somewhat ‘lenient’ in

the data analysis by not requiring participants to state exclusively rpne-beliefs to

be categorised as being in line with the theory.
18

4.2 The prefs-experiment

In the prefs-experiment, participants face the same three-player linear public-

good payo� structure with an mpcr = 0.5 and an endowment of 20 Euros as in

the simPG-experiment. However, the prefs-experiment di�ers from the simPG in

that the former is a sequential game in which two group members move �rst and

the third group member moves last, being informed of the others’ choices.

Participants have to decide in either role. First, they specify their �rst-mover

contribution to the public good that is implemented if they are not (randomly)

chosen to be the last-moving player. Then, I elicit their last-mover choices us-

ing the strategy method: they are presented with all possible combinations of

�rst-mover contributions and asked to specify their ‘conditional’ contributions.
19

16
See Figure D.26 in Appendix D for the explanation provided to the participants on what a

‘stable contribution combination’ stands for.

17
The full list is: {20}, {15, 10}, {12.5, 8, 6}, {10, 7.5, 5, 3}. The belief-elicitation mechanism was

introduced already in the dictator-game experiment at the beginning of the session to acquaint

participants with the procedure, cf. Table B.17 in Appendix B and Figure D.4 in Appendix D.

18
For an indication that this measure may have helped, note that about 10% of the participants

in the info treatments included both 0–0 and 20–20 in their list of beliefs (which, of course, does

not mean they must be hedging).

19
The order of the combinations was randomised individually for each player. Responses were

9



4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

It is because of the importance to elicit the full conditional-contribution vector

that contributions are restricted to the set {0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20} Euros in both the

simPG- and the prefs-experiments.
20

It is essential to elicit responses to all com-

binations because the players’ response to a combination of, e.g., (8,8) may be

very di�erent from their response to (0,16).
21

This would be the case if, for exam-

ple, a participant’s utility function conformed to the model of Fehr and Schmidt

(1999), with an advantageous-inequality parameter that is strong enough to en-

sure the participant matches others’ contributions when they are equal.
22

I hold

the conditional-contribution schedules from the prefs-experiment to be a direct

expression of participants’ (proximate) preferences. Therefore, I equate schedules

and best-response correspondences for the remainder of this article.

4.3 Solution for the signalling-vs.-deception issue

Any study that requires the display of a participant’s choices in one situation to

this participant’s (new) interaction partner in another situation faces a dilemma

when there are potential gains from signalling. This dilemma cannot be resolved

in principle. Either the participant is informed of the subsequent revelation of his

actions—in which case there is a signalling incentive, however large or small—or

he has to be deceived in the sense that he might be facing a rude surprise if, for

example, a sel�sh choice is revealed that he took under the conviction that this

choice would remain anonymous.

As the evidence presented in Section 5.6 corroborates, the following design

features allow to combine a non-deceptive design with virtually no signalling in-

centives. In order to prevent bad surprises for participants, in all three treatments

the instructions included the sentence that “your behaviour from one of the earlier

parts will possibly be displayed to other participants in a later part.” The result-

ing signalling issue—that participants may change their behaviour in the prefs-

experiment for a better simPG-outcome—was taken care of by the following mea-

sures:

elicited one-by-one for two reasons: (i) to make each decision as salient as possible, (ii) to elicit

‘smooth’ response-patterns only in case preferences gave rise to them.

20
This design was pioneered by Cheung (2013). The original design by Fischbacher et al. (2001)

elicited contributions conditional on others’ contribution average.

21
Cf. the evidence in Cheung (2013); this could explain why in Fischbacher and Gächter (2010),

only half of all participants best-respond to their stated belief in both the �rst and the last period,

compared to 80% in our design. I am grateful to the authors for sharing their data with me.

22
In our example, the player would choose 8 in response to 8–8 but 0 in response to 0–16. By

de�nition, the parameter of disadvantageous inequality is at least as high as the parameter for

advantagous inequality, and so the player will always match the minimum of the other players’

contributions in a three-player public-good game.

10



4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

(i) as pointed out above, there are 6 experiments so that it is unclear which of

them is the experiment from which behaviour may become publicly known

(if any). This should reduce strongly the signalling incentive;

(ii) each experiment is described only once the preceding experiment has �n-

ished; in particular, participants do not know what situation they would

face in the simPG-experiment when choosing their actions in the prefs-

experiment. This means that participants would have to play a very undi-

rected signalling strategy if they wanted to do so at all;

(iii) only one experiment is chosen for payment by the public roll of a die.
23

This should make a signalling strategy prohibitively risky: in �ve out of six

cases, they would be signalling for a payo�-irrelevant situation. Also it puts

an emphasis on each individual experiment, as do the assignment of new

interaction partners between experiments and the choice to explain each

individual experiment only once it has started;

(iv) in all six experiments they face a decision where the maximisation of their

own payo� stands against socially-oriented choices. This should prevent

participants from guessing the experiment in which to signal. Also, because

they were not acquainted with some or all of the earlier tasks, understanding

these tasks should occupy su�cient cognitive resources to prevent partici-

pants from devising a signalling strategy over the whole session;

(v) the instructions stress that “the average payo� to be expected from each

of the parts is the same.”
24

This should make it clear that the potential ex-

pected returns from signalling behaviour are not enormous, as would be the

case if earlier experiments paid far less than the experiment in which earlier

behaviour would be revealed.

As pointed out above, Section 5.6 presents evidence that these measures success-

fully cancelled out any signalling incentives.

4.4 Procedures

On the day of the experiment, participants were welcomed and asked to draw

lots in order to assign them to a cabin. There, they would �nd some general ex-

planation on the general structure of the experiment and on the selection of the

23
For a discussion of the theoretic and behavioural properties of this random-lottery mechanism,

see, e.g., Bardsley et al. (2009).

24
This target (at 25 Euros) was close to being met, with average earnings per experiment (before

selection) of 20.84 Euros, 26.21 Euros, 27.06 Euros, 22.82 Euros, 23.04 Euros, and 28.37 Euros for

experiments one through six.
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payo�-relevant experiment (and role, if applicable). The instructions for each ex-

periment were displayed directly on their screen during the corresponding part.

The (translated) general and on-screen instructions are gathered in Appendix D.

In the experiment, participants earned on average 27.66 Euros (USD 36) for

75-90 minutes; this included a 2-Euro �at payment for the completion of a post-

experimental questionnaire. Altogether, 10 sessions of 24 participants each were

conducted at the LakeLab of the University of Konstanz, between January 2012 and

January 2013.
25

Unfortunately, there was a severe no-show problem in one of the

sessions. In order not to cancel the complete session, additional participants were

recruited on the spot. The data from the 4 participants who were not recruited by

the standard recruitment procedure are excluded from the ensuing analysis; see

Table 1 for an overview.

noInfo infoType infoEqm

Number of sessions 2 4 4

Non-excluded participants 48 96 92

Table 1: Overview of the sessions by treatment

5 Results

This section is organized as follows: before I put my research hypotheses to a test,

I give a brief overview of the data of both the prefs- and the simPG-experiments in

Section 5.1. In particular, Section 5.1.2 presents the expected distribution of pure-

strategy revealed-preference Nash-equilibria (rpne) given the data of the prefs-

experiment. In Section 5.2, I present the evidence on whether participants play

best-responses to their beliefs (H 1) and specify how this depends on the re-

spective rpne set. Then, I answer the question of whether participants play ac-

cording to the rpne prediction (H 2), whether their beliefs correspond to any

pure-strategy rpne of the game (H 3), and whether they are empirically correct

(H 4). Taken together, the results allow to assess the predictive power of the

rpne in the context examined in this paper, both individually and on the group

level (H 5). In Section 5.3, I categorise players by their type as proposed by

Fischbacher et al. (2001). This sets the stage for an explorative analysis of how the

accuracy of beliefs relates to group composition and individual players’ preference

types, in terms of both the belief-forming player and the player about whom the

belief is formed, in Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 brie�y summarises the evidence

25
Two further infoType-like sessions that did not yet contain the ‘calculator device’ described

above were discarded from the analysis. The data from these sessions does not convey any addi-

tional insights and is included in the supplementary materials.
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difference between others’ contributions is 16 or 20

difference between others’ contributions is 8 or 12

difference between others’ contributions is 0 or 4

Figure 1: Average contribution conditional on others’ average contribution. Note that

the di�erence between others’ contributions can be only 0, 8, or 16 if the others’ average

contribution is divisible by 4, and it can be only 4, 12, or 20, if it is not.

from a two-player control treatment, and Section 5.6 presents evidence that the

experimental design successfully prevented signalling in the prefs-experiment.

5.1 Elicited preferences, expected and realisedrpne sets, and

public-good contributions

5.1.1 Conditional-contributionpreferences elicited in the prefs-experiment

What do participants’ conditional-contribution preferences look like? For a �rst

impression, I display average conditional contributions from the prefs-experiment

in Figure 1. As can be seen from the �gure, the data are similar to those reported

in the literature: on average, participants react to others’ contributions by (imper-

fect) conditional cooperation, and for a given average contribution by the other

13
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Percentage of... Conditional cooperators Defectors Triangle cooperators Others

noInfo 58 27 13 2

infoType 67 20 8 5

infoEqm 54 24 14 8

Average, all treatments 60 23 11 6

Fischbacher et al. (2001) 50 30 14 7

Table 2: Distribution of player types.

players, a lower variance leads to higher contributions (cf. Cheung, 2013).
26

At the

same time, the average seems to be the stronger criterion: the average conditional-

contribution vector is monotonic in the others’ average irrespective of the associ-

ated variance.

From the literature, we know there is considerable heterogeneity in conditional-

contribution preferences. Table 2 shows the distribution of preference-types as

introduced by Fischbacher et al. (2001; for the classi�cation procedure, see Section

5.3), alongside the corresponding distribution in each of the treatments of this

study. Except for a somewhat higher (lower) fraction of conditional cooperators

(defectors), the preference-type distribution in the prefs-experiment is similar to

Fischbacher et al.’s data.
27

5.1.2 Expected distribution of rpne sets

What are the Nash-equilibria that result under common knowledge from the pref-

erences elicited in the prefs-experiment? I calculate the set of rpne in the two fol-

lowing conceptual steps. First, as mentioned in Section 4, I equate the individual

group members’ conditional-contribution vectors elicited in the prefs-experiment

with the best-response correspondence that derives from their underlying pref-

erences. Second, I identify all contribution pro�les in which each simPG group

member chooses the contribution speci�ed by her best-response correspondence,

evaluated at the point de�ned by her fellow group members’ contributions. Hence,

every group member plays a best-reponse to the contributions of the other group

members.

Note that the revealed-preference Nash-equilibrium (rpne) sets that occurred in

the experiment are prone to a high degree of randomness. To give a better picture

26
The only clear exception is for an average contribution of 12: in this case, the combination

4–20 yields slightly higher conditional contributions than the combination 8–16.

27χ2
-tests under the hypotheses that any two type distributions (including the study by Fis-

chbacher et al., 2001) are from the same underlying distribution yield p > 0.3. A χ2
-test under

the hypothesis that the pooled data from this experiment is drawn from the same distribution as

Fischbacher et al.’s data yields p = 0.658.
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rpne-set type Description Frequency (in %)

∅ no pure-strategy rpne 0.1

{(0, 0, 0)} unique rpne characterised by full defection by all group members 60.1

{(x, y, z)} unique rpne where at least one group member’s contribution is

strictly positive

2.1

fullD-Limited a full-defection rpne and at least one additional rpne; the rpne with

the highest average contributions has an average contribution of less

than half the endowment

9.6

fullD-highC a full-defection rpne and at least one additional rpne in which play-

ers contribute at least 80% of their full endowment on average

21.4

lowC-highC a high-contributions rpne (s.a.) and at least one additional rpne in

which average contributions are at most 20% of endowment

0.5

onlyHigh at least two rpne, in all of which average contributions are higher

than half the endowment

0.4

others multiple-rpne sets that do not �t any of the above categories (87.8%

of these sets include full-defection)

5.8

Table 3: Classi�cation and expected distribution of rpne-set types.

of the general prevalence of di�erent rpne-set types, I use the elicited preferences

of all 236 participants to calculate the rpne sets of all potential matchings.
28

Conse-

quently, I compute the rpne set for each of these hypothetical groups and classify

them according to the cardinality of the rpne set and according to whether they

include full-defection/low-contributions equilibria and high-contributions equi-

libria. The description of the chosen rpne set classes and their prevalence in a

perfectly-randomised sample are given in Table 3.

Result 1. Three classes account for 91% of all revealed-preference Nash-equilibrium

sets to be expected: with 60% probability, a unique, full-defection rpne results;

with 21% probability, there are multiple rpne that range from full-defection to high

contributions, and with 10% probability, there are multiple rpne that include full-

defection but no rpne with average contributions of at least half the endowment.

Result 1 is immediately obvious from Table 3. Note also that overall, 97% of all

possible matches lead to a rpne set that includes full-defection.

5.1.3 Contributions and realised rpne sets in the simPG-experiment

In the simPG-experiment, the average contributions to the public good were 30%

in the noInfo treatment, 31% in infoType, and 22% in infoEqm. These contri-

butions have to be seen against the background of the respective rpne. In the

28
Note that up to the simPG-experiment, participants did not face di�erent treatments, so that

we can use the full set of 236 participants.
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simPG-experiment, the following four rpne-set classes were realised: {(0, 0, 0)},
fullD-Limited, fullD-highC (with 3.6 equilibria on average, and in 14 out of 23

groups with a full-contributions rpne),
29

and onlyHigh. Table 4 reports the dis-

tribution of rpne sets over the di�erent treatments. Perhaps most importantly, all

groups had a non-empty set of pure-strategy rpne, and in all but one group, this

set included the full-defection equilibrium.

Percentage of groups with... noInfo infoType infoEqm

..only a full-defection equilibrium 75 44 69

..full-defection to moderate-contributions equilibria 0 16 3

..full-defection to high-contributions equilibria 25 41 25

..only high-contributions equilibria 0 0 3

Table 4: Distribution of rpne sets over treatments.

As can be seen from the table, the outcome of the random-matching procedure

lead to a fraction of groups with only a full-defection rpne that was clearly lower

in infoType (44%) compared to both noInfo (75%) and infoEqm (69%). These

di�erences explain the higher contribution average in infoType when compared

to infoEqm, as well as the lack of a di�erence in contribution averages between

noInfo and infoType (more frequent ‘over-contributions’ in noInfo o�set the

larger fraction of groups with only a full-defection equilibrium, cf. Figure 2 below).

At the same time, they are not a problem for the focus of this study, as except for

two observations, this study is not about treatment comparisons, and because I

will always condition on the type of rpne set.

Figure 2 contrasts participants’ actual contributions with their highest pure-

strategy-rpne action, which allows to put participants’ contributions in perspec-

tive. The �gure’s left-hand panel refers to the noInfo treatment, the middle panel

to infoType, and the right-hand panel to infoEqm. What Figure 2 shows is that

‘over-contributions’ are well and alive when players face low-contribution equi-

libria only (in particular, when there is only a full-defection equilibrium, see the

left-most bubbles in each panel of Figure 2). At the same time, it makes no sense to

speak of systematic ‘over-contributions’ when the highest pure-strategy-equilibrium

action of a given player is at least 8.
30

Figure 2 also seems to suggest that common

knowledge of player types reduces the frequency of ‘over-contributions’ when

players face a full-defection equilibrium only.

29
Four groups faced rpne sets that only comprised a full-defection and a full-contributions equi-

librium.

30
Note that it does not make sense to speak of ‘under-contributions’ in relation to any rpne

contribution (highest or otherwise) as long as there is a full-defection rpne.
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Figure 2: Actual contributions (y-axis), compared to the highest rpne action of the respec-

tive player (x-axis), by treatment. Numbers in the bubbles indicate rounded percentages.

5.1.4 Beliefs on others’ contributions in the simPG-experiment

From Section 5.1.1, we know that a substantial fraction of the participants are nei-

ther unconditional defectors nor unconditional cooperators. Hence, in addition

to participants preferences, beliefs play an important role in determining contri-

butions. Recall that participants could state a list of up to four (ordered) guesses

on their co-players’ actions. On average, they state 2.1 guesses. Table 5 brie�y

summarises the beliefs, averaged over both other-players for all participants. In

order not to run out of observations for a number of cells, I group rpne sets of

cardinality greater than 1 under the broader category of ‘multiple rpne’.

Table 5 shows a pronounced increase from the �rst- through to the fourth-

stated belief in groups with only a unique, full-defection rpne (denoted in the

remainder of this article as {(0, 0, 0)}-groups). The size of the increase in con-

junction with the numbers of observations shows that this e�ect can only par-

tially be explained by ‘equilibrium-belief types’ who state full-defection as their

only guess.
31

In other words, the further down a guess is in the list of beliefs,

the further away it is from the rpne-prediction for these groups. In contrast, in

multiple-rpne groups, average beliefs follow a rather �at pattern.

These observations set the stage for the analyses pertaining to our research

31
To see this, suppose that all 43 unique-rpne-group participants who state a single guess only

stated 0. Then, the 99 unique-rpne-group participants who state multiple guesses would have to

state an average belief of 4.5 to get an average �rst-stated belief of 3.15. This, however, is clearly

lower than the second-stated beliefs of 7.5 (noInfo), 5.9 (infoType), and 6.8 (infoEqm).
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Average ...-stated belief 1
st

2
nd

3
rd

4
th

noInfo

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 2.9 (36) 7.5 (21) 8.7 (11) 10.9 (7)

Multiple-equilibria groups 8.2 (12) 7.8 (8) 11.0 (4) 9.7 (3)

infoType

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 3.6 (42) 5.9 (29) 7.4 (10) 9.3 (3)

Multiple-equilibria groups 8.9 (54) 9.6 (36) 10.0 (12) 9.1 (7)

infoEqm

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 3.0 (64) 6.8 (49) 5.6 (14) 11.3 (6)

Multiple-equilibria groups 7.1 (28) 8.5 (20) 7.8 (8) 6.0 (3)

Table 5: Average belief as a function of the belief’s position on the list of stated

beliefs, by treatment and rpne-set type. Numbers in parentheses indicate the re-

spective numbers of belief-stating participants. Note that beliefs in noInfo were

elicited also displaying co-players’ conditional-contribution schedules. Hence,

noInfo-beliefs are informative only as a control that participants behave similarly

in the treatments. They are not informative with respect to contribution decisions.

questions, in Section 5.2. Note that in the remainder of the article, I subsume rpne

sets of cardinality greater than 1 under the broader category of ‘multiple rpne’ (as

in Table 5 above). This is done for ease of exposition only. Tables with detailed

information for all categories can be found in Appendix A.

5.2 Equilibrium behaviour in the simPG-experiment

H 1: Participants play a best-response to their stated beliefs.

Table 6 displays the percentages of participants playing a best-response to their

respective beliefs for the treatments with common knowledge of player types.
32

Recall that participants could state up to four guesses of what their co-players

would do. Thus, the table is organised in analogy to the following reasoning: if a

participant’s action is not a best-response to the �rst-stated belief (which should

be the contribution combination the participant considers most probable), at the

same time being a best-response to the second- and third-stated beliefs, then this

participant will enter the percentage in column “2”. If the action is not a best-

response to any of the stated beliefs, then the participant will add to the percentage

in column “no belief”.

32
Recall that the other participants’ conditional-contribution vectors were shown during belief

elicitation also in noInfo. Thus, new information was revealed between choices and belief elicita-

tion, and hence, elicited beliefs are uninformative with respect to best-response behaviour.
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Best-response to ...-stated belief 1
st

2
nd

3
rd

4
th

no belief # obs.

infoType

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 48 29 7 2 14 42

Multiple-equilibria groups 48 19 4 0 30 54

infoEqm

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 39 38 11 0 13 64

Multiple-equilibria groups 57 18 0 0 25 28

Random benchmark

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 46 5 1 0 48

Multiple-equilibria groups 23 8 4 0 64

Table 6: Percentage of participants for whom the belief in the column-title is the

highest-ranked belief to which they play a best-response, by treatment and type of

rpne set. The expected frequencies in the random benchmark are calculated using

the actual distribution of contributions from both info-treatments taken together.

Result 2. In both treatments with common knowledge of preferences, the aver-

age fraction of players not best-responding to any of their stated beliefs is only

about 20%. This fraction is lower in groups with a unique (full-defection) revealed-

preference Nash-equilibrium (rpne) than in groups with multiple rpne.

Table 6 shows that in both infoType and infoEqm, the fraction of participants

not playing a best-response to any of their stated beliefs is lowest for {(0, 0, 0)}-
groups. In this case, the above fraction amounts to 13–14%. On the other hand,

when there is more than one equilibrium, the fraction of contributions that are not

best-responses to any belief increases to 25–30%, yielding the overall average of

about 20% in Result 2.
33

These fractions contrast with 48% and 64%, respectively,

that would be expected if contributions and lists of stated beliefs were matched

randomly.
34

Having seen that the overwhelming majority of the participants do play a best-

response to their beliefs, the natural next question is whether their contributions

also coincide with an action from the rpne set. This question is addressed next.

H 2: Participants play rpne actions.

Table 7 provides a detailed picture of participants’ absolute deviations from the

33
Two-sided Boschloo-tests on the di�erence of non-best-response frequencies between unique-

and multiple-rpne groups yield p-values of 0.080 for infoType, 0.175 for infoEqm, and 0.013 if I

pool the data under the assumption that behaviour in both treatments is su�ciently similar.

34χ2
-tests yield p� 0.001 under the hypothesis that contributions and belief lists are matched

randomly both for unique- and for multiple-rpne groups.
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nearest rpne prediction, displaying the percentages of participants who deviate

by a certain amount for each treatment and each type of rpne set. The �rst aspect

that calls our attention is that deviations are larger in {(0, 0, 0)}-groups compared

to groups with multiple rpne. Note that this is not surprising given in multiple-

rpne groups, the average reference point (i.e., the rpne action that is closest to a

participant’s chosen contribution) is closer to the centre of the interval of possible

contributions. Also, the fact that the zero-deviation rate is higher in these groups

is not very surprising: in a substantial fraction of them, many if not all possible

actions were part of particular equilibria.
35

Absolute deviation from (nearest) prediction 0 4 8 12 16 20 # obs.

noInfo

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 56 6 11 19 0 8 36

Multiple-equilibria groups 67 25 8 0 0 0 12

infoType

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 71 7 12 5 2 2 42

Multiple-equilibria groups 81 14 4 0 0 0 54

infoEqm

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 72 8 11 3 2 5 64

Multiple-equilibria groups 79 14 7 0 0 0 28

Random benchmark

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 54 9 14 9 4 11

Multiple-equilibria groups 74 15 6 3 2 1

Table 7: Percentage of participants deviating from the (nearest) prediction by the

absolute amount in the column title, by treatment and type of equilibrium set. The

expected frequencies in the random benchmark are calculated using the actual

distribution of contributions from both info-treatments taken together.

Result 2.1. The percentage of rpne actions tends to be higher in the treatments

in which preferences are common knowledge.

To see this, simply compare the according zero-deviation percentages fornoInfo

(56 and 67) to the corresponding �gures for infoType (71 and 81) and infoEqm

(72 and 79).
36

Further, note that deviations also tend to be smaller (percentages

for almost any absolute deviation are smaller in the common-knowledge-of-types

treatments compared to noInfo).

35
The average numbers of equilibria in each type of equilibrium set are 1 (full defection only),

2.3 (full defection to moderate contributions), 3.4 (full defection to high contributions, and 3 (high

contributions only), without notable treatment di�erences.

36
A one-sided Boschloo-test for the comparison between noInfo and infoType (infoEqm/the

pooled data from both common-knowledge treatments) yields p-values of 0.077 (0.051/0.043) for

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups, and of 0.110 (0.188/0.114) for multiple-equilibria groups. Using data from all
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Result 2.2. About 75% of the participants in the treatments with common knowl-

edge of player types play a pure-strategy rpne action.

As can be seen from the column printed in bold, in {(0, 0, 0)}-groups, this num-

ber is a little lower with 71–72%. This is clearly above the random-contributions

benchmark of 54%.
37

What is noteworthy is that when deviations occur, they are

not necessarily small: in unique-rpne groups, deviations of 8 or higher make up

for roughly three fourths of all non-zero deviations.

In multiple-rpne groups, 79–81% of the participants play a rpne action, which

is only slightly more than the 74% under a random-contributions benchmark. The

large benchmark percentage stems from the fact that in these groups, many partic-

ipants’ sets of rpne actions made up for a large fraction of the set of alternatives.
38

Result 2.3. Under common knowledge of best-reply correspondences, providing

players with the possibility to display all possible rpne does not increase the per-

centage of rpne-action choices.

Result 2.3 is evident from comparing the infoType and infoEqm percentages

of zero-deviations in Table 7 for the respective types of equilibrium sets (71 vs 72

for unique- and 81 vs 79 for multiple-rpne groups). Also, the non-zero deviations

do not decrease.
39

Returning to the broader picture, we have seen that most participants do play

a best-response to their beliefs, and almost as many choose a rpne action. Does

this mean that participants are in equilibrium? A �rst necessary condition for

this would be that participants’ beliefs correspond to rpne actions of the other

group members. Whether this is indeed the case will be analysed in the following

paragraphs.

H 3: Participants’ beliefs correspond to the actions their co-players should take ac-

cording to the rpne-prediction.

groups, the p-values are 0.011 (0.036/0.011). I use one-sided tests here because in noInfo, it is not

clear where equilibrium beliefs should come from, and therefore, actions need not correspond to

predictions that are based on the actual preferences of the matched players; in contrast, there is

no uncertainty about the game in infoType and infoEqm, and hence, no inherent reason for a

deviation from the (set) prediction.

37
This random benchmark is based on the concept that participants use a choice-generating

process that need not lead to uniform randomisation and therefore uses the distribution of con-

tributions in the info-treatments as a basis. For {(0, 0, 0)}-groups, a χ2
-test yields a p = 0.006

under the random-choice hypothesis.

38
For groups facing multiple-rpne, the χ2

-test yields p = 0.381.

39
Note that 90% of the participants in infoEqm did look at the equilibria. Out of the remaining

9 participants, 6 played an rpne-action, 2 deviated by 4, and 1 by 16 Euros. In 8 cases, the nearest

rpne prediction was 0, the remaining participant ‘correctly’ chose a contribution of 4 Euros.
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An overview of how participants’ beliefs correspond to any of the equilibria they

face can be found in Table 8. Table 8 should be read in analogy to the following

reasoning: if a participant’s �rst-stated belief does not correspond to the other

players’ actions from any of the pure-strategy rpne but the second- and third-

stated beliefs do, then this participant will enter the percentages in columns “2”,

“3”, and “multiple rpne beliefs”. If none of the stated beliefs corresponds to a rpne,

then the participant will add to the percentage in column “no rpne belief”.

Belief... is a rpne belief 1 2 3 4 multiple rpne beliefs no rpne belief # obs.

infoType

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 60 10 2 0 – 29 42

Multiple-equilibria groups 56 24 2 7 15 28 54

infoEqm

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 59 5 5 0 – 31 64

Multiple-equilibria groups 43 18 14 4 14 39 28

Random benchmark

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 26 4 1 0 – 68

Multiple-equilibria groups 27 8 2 1 ≤ 2 64

Table 8: Percentage of participants for whom the belief in the column-title is pre-

dicted by a rpne, by treatment and type of rpne set. Note that by construction,

row-wise percentage sums may add up to more than 100%. The random bench-

mark assumes di�erent belief-generating processes for �rst, second, third, and

fourth beliefs, but that these processes are the same in unique- and multiple-rpne

groups. This makes sense given our focus on whether rpne determine beliefs.

Result 4. Under common knowledge of preferences, roughly 70% of the par-

ticipants state a belief that corresponds to others’ actions in one of the existing

revealed-preference Nash-equilibria.

As can be seen from the last data column of Table 8, 29–31% of the participants

do not believe in the rpne prediction even when there is only a full-defection equi-

librium. The fact that this �gure is not di�erent between infoType and infoEqm

(29% vs 31%) indicates again that this is not due to participants not being able to

calculate the existing rpne. Interestingly, there is no indication that the fraction

of players whose beliefs do not correspond to their co-players’ rpne actions is any

di�erent when we look at groups with multiple rpne (for infoType this is obvious,

with 29% vs 28%; for infoEqm, a two-sided Boschloo-test yields p = 0.283).

Result 4 suggests that the equilibrium concept is informative for most play-

ers also on the level of beliefs. Note also that participants’ beliefs correspond to a
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rpne far more often than chance would predict.
40

However, the equilibrium con-

cept makes yet another assumption, namely that participants are able to predict

others’ choices. The following analysis reveals that this assumption is clearly less

accurate.

H 4: Participants’ beliefs are empirically correct.

Table 9 provides an overview of whether participants hold empirically accurate

beliefs, that is, whether they are able to predict correctly what other players—

whose conditional-contribution vector is known—will contribute. The table is read

in the same way as Table 6.

...-stated belief is empirically correct 1
st

2
nd

3
rd

4
th

no belief # obs.

infoType

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 40 7 0 0 52 42

Multiple-equilibria groups 11 7 0 2 80 54

infoEqm

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 31 8 5 0 56 64

Multiple-equilibria groups 7 4 0 0 89 28

Random benchmark

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups 16 3 1 0 79

Multiple-equilibria groups 5 2 1 0 91

Table 9: Percentage of participants for whom the belief in the column-title is the

�rst belief that is correct, by treatment and type of rpne set. The random bench-

mark is calculated using the same assumptions as before (cf. Tables 6, 7, and 8).

Result 5. Under common knowledge of preferences, roughly two thirds of the

participants do not hold empirically correct beliefs: these participants do not in-

clude their co-players’ contribution choices in a list that may contain up to four

entries.

The last data column in Table 9 shows that in {(0, 0, 0)}-groups, slightly more

than half of the participants do not specify a belief that correctly predicts the other

group members’ contributions. This is particularly surprising because participants

may state up to four beliefs. The fraction of participants with empirically inaccu-

rate beliefs is even higher in case of multiple equilibria, with more than 80% failing

40
Binomial tests on the frequencies of observing that no stated belief is a rpne belief under

the hypothesis that beliefs are randomly matched to rpne sets yield p � 0.001 for both types of

groups.
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to include a correct belief in their list.
41

Yet, comparing the above percentages to

those expected under random matching of beliefs and actions shows that reveal-

ing others’ conditional-contribution vectors does help participants predict their

co-players’ actions to some degree.
42

As the analysis in Section 5.4 will show, com-

mon knowledge of best-reply correspondences helps predominantly by revealing

the defectors in a group, whose subsequent choices are easier to predict.

From what has been presented so far, the outcome of the test of H 5 on the

descriptive power of the rpne is immediately obvious:

Result 5.1. Participants generally do not play a revealed-preference Nash-equilibrium:

in only 10% of all groups, we observe a rpne. In all of these groups, omnilateral

defection is the only rpne.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of groups playing a rpne over treatments and

groups, grouped by the type of rpne sets.
43

As can be seen, only 3 unique-rpne

groups of each treatment coordinate on the (full-defection) rpne. The low num-

ber of groups coordinating on the rpne even when it is unique shows that this

deviation from the theoretic prediction is due only very partially to the problem

of equilibrium coordination. The following result makes this even clearer.

Result 5.2. Participants rarely play an ‘rpne on the individual level’. That is, they

rarely choose a rpne action that is a best-response to their belief which in turn is

a belief that the co-players contribute according to one element from the set of

rpne.

In Figure 3, I juxtapose the fraction of participants playing a ‘rpne on the indi-

vidual level’ to the group-level data. As can be seen from the respective right-hand

bars, the fraction of players conforming to the rpne prediction at least individu-

ally is rather low, too. In {(0, 0, 0)}-groups, they make up about one third of all

participants, while in groups with multiple rpne, they do not make up even 10%.

Overall, they make up one �fth of all players.

41
There are a whole number of possible alternative analyses on the correctness of beliefs. An

alternative at one extreme would be to ask whether players ever state the correct contribution

for at least one co-player somewhere on the list of stated beliefs, which is true for about 80% of

the participants in both treatments and equilibrium-set types. Arguably, more informative criteria

would be to look at the fraction of players who state both co-players’ correct contributions in

at least one stated belief (but not necessarily in the correct combination) or the players who are

correct in all their stated beliefs about one speci�c other player (possibly being incorrect about the

other in some or all stated beliefs). Both criteria are ful�lled for about 50% in {(0, 0, 0)}-groups,

and 25% when there are multiple equilibria, with little di�erence between treatments. The message

from these �gures is the same as the one in the main text.

42χ2
-tests yield p� 0.001 for unique- and p = 0.022 for multiple-equilibria groups.

43
Note that in infoEqm, the number of groups sums up to 28 only, as groups with participants

excluded from the analysis (cf. Section 4.4) had to be excluded here as well.
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Figure 3: Number and percentage of groups playing a rpne, percentage of participants

playing a ‘rpne on the individual level’, by treatment and type of rpne set.

Finally, looking at whether participants happen to play a best-response to oth-

ers’ contributions, I observe that this is the case for only 55% of the participants.

In {(0, 0, 0)}-groups, this �gure amounts to 71% in infoType (66% in infoEqm),

while in groups with multiple equilibria, the according �gure is 37% (43%). In other

words, the rpne prediction does not describe accurately the behaviour of almost

half of all participants even if we abstract from beliefs.

Summing up, if the assumptions underlying the presented research design

hold, people cannot be expected to play a pure-strategy rpne in a public-good

experiment even if they know who they are playing with. While common knowl-

edge of players’ conditional-contribution vectors leads to a higher fraction of par-

ticipants choosing a rpne action, they rarely play a rpne even on the individual

level. From the data, this does not seem to be due to the complexity of calculat-

ing the existing rpne or a failure to play a best-response to one’s belief; rather,

they seem not to put enough trust on the rpne prediction, as they must be best-

responding to another item on their beliefs list than their stated rpne belief. What

is notable also is the missing empirical accuracy of beliefs even when the rpne is

unique. Therefore, the question arises of what may lead to participants’ di�culty

of correctly predicting others’ contributions. In an attempt to get closer to this
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question, I perform an exploratory analysis of how beliefs depend on player types

in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

5.3 Classi�cation of participants into types

For the exploratory analysis of how belief accuracy and player types go together,

I split the data into the types described by Fischbacher et al. (2001). For this pur-

pose and to account for the modi�ed setup, I group the other-player contribution

combinations into three sets of seven combinations each, using the following char-

acterisations:
44

Conditional cooperators. Participants were categorised as conditional cooperators

if the following conditions held simultaneously: their conditional contributions

for intermediate (high) other-player contributions were at least as high as for low

(intermediate) contributions, the di�erence between conditional contributions for

high and low other-player contributions was at least
20
7

, and their response to

others’ full contribution was not 0.
45

Defectors. Participants were categorised as defectors if their average conditional

contributions did not surpass a value of 2 for low, intermediate, and high other-

player contributions.

Triangle contributors. Participants were categorised as triangle contributors if their

average conditional contributions were strictly higher for intermediate other-player

contributions than for low or high ones, or if their average conditional contribu-

tions increased monotonically in the other-player contributions but they would

respond to others’ full contributions by defecting.

Others. Participants were categorised as ‘others’ if they would not �t into any of

the above three categories.

Figure 4 shows the conditional contributions, averaged separately over each

type. From the upper left-hand panel it is obvious that the conditional coopera-

tors are driving the general results reported above. However, the average schedule

of participants grouped as triangle contributors also exhibits a clearly increasing

trend up to an average of 18. This stems from the fact that we chose to classify

as triangle contributors also those participants who are generally conditionally-

cooperative but choose a contribution of 0 if both other players choose to cooper-

44
For this grouping, I ordered the other-player contribution combinations by the respective em-

pirical average response to them; using the combinations’ means and variances lexicographically

yields the same sets. The conditional contributions were averaged within the subsets in order to

allow for minor inconsistencies that may arise due to the random-order one-by-one presentation

of the possible contribution combinations of the other players.

45
The di�erence of

20
7 was chosen to include players who would choose 20 in response to the

full-contribution combination 20–20, and 0 for all other contribution combinations. This was the

case for 1 (2/4) participant in noInfo (infoType/infoEqm), or 3% in total.
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Figure 4: Average contribution conditional on others’ average contribution, by player

type. Again, note that the di�erence between others’ contributions can be only 0, 8, or 16

if the others’ average contribution is divisible by 4, and only 4, 12, or 20, if it is not.

ate fully. The right-hand panels on triangle contributors and ‘others’ show that for

these participants, the variance in their co-players’ contributions seems to play a

much stronger role than for conditional cooperators.

5.4 Player types and participants’ beliefs

Using the classi�cation presented in Section 5.3, I now can ask three questions:

(i) are participants of a certain type better at predicting others’ contributions than

participants of other types, (ii) how does the type of the participant about whom a
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No belief accurate No. obs No. obs.

infoType infoEqm

2 or 3 defectors 17 6 13 8

1 defector, 1 conditional cooperator 59 27 59 29

2 conditional cooperators 67 27 73 41

3 conditional cooperators 83 36 93 14

Table 10: Percentage of participants for whom no stated belief is correct, by group

composition and treatment.

belief is stated in�uence the accuracy of the prediction, and (iii) does the cardinal-

ity of the rpne set a�ect the accuracy of beliefs on top of the group composition?

Table 10 displays the percentage of participants who do not include the cor-

rect contribution combination anywhere in their stated list of beliefs, conditional

on treatment and group composition. As becomes obvious from the table, the

percentage of inaccurate beliefs is highest in groups composed of conditional co-

operators only, while there seems to be little strategic uncertainty in groups that

have at least two defectors. This begs the question of whether defectors have

more accurate beliefs or whether their behaviour is easier to predict. Table 11

provides the data necessary to answer this question, pooling the data from both

info-treatments.

{(0, 0, 0)}-groups No. obs. Multiple RPNE No. obs.

(a) Inaccurate beliefs by...

...defectors 49 35 100 6

...conditional cooperators 60 50 83 64

...triangle contributors 50 14 71 7

...others 57 7 80 5

(b) Inaccurate beliefs on...

...defectors 23 70 25 12

...conditional cooperators 39 100 50 128

...triangle contributors 33 28 46 14

...others 64 14 60 10

Table 11: Percentage of participants (a) whose list of beliefs does not include the

accurate contributions, and (b) whose contribution is not part of their co-player’s

belief list, by player type. Note that in part (b), observations are not independent,

as each participant has a belief on two other participants. Furthermore, the num-

bers in parts (a) and (b) of the table are not comparable, as for (a), contribution pairs

are evaluated, while in (b), only a single participant’s contribution is analysed.

Result 7. Player types do not di�er in their ability to predict others’ behaviour;
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however, types di�er in how accurate their behaviour is predicted by others. Mul-

tiplicity of rpne per se does not in�uence the accuracy of beliefs.

From part (a) of Table 11, it becomes immediately obvious that participants

of di�erent player types do not di�er in their ability to predict others’ contribu-

tions.
46

Part (b) of Table 11 tells a more nuanced story: a comparison of the �rst

row with the remaining data suggests that it is far easier to predict the behaviour of

defectors compared to other player types. At the same time, it looks as if the type

of rpne set made little di�erence. A mixed-e�ects probit estimation on whether

a participant states a correct belief about another participant underlines this im-

pression: using participant random e�ects and defectors in {(0, 0, 0)}-groups as

the baseline category, only the dummy variables for conditional cooperators and

‘others’ are signi�cantly negative (p = 0.031 and p = 0.003, respectively) while

the dummy variable for triangle contributors goes in the same direction but fails to

be signi�cantly di�erent from 0 (p = 0.308). At the same time, neither the type of

rpne set nor any interaction e�ects of player type and rpne-set type add anything

to the explanatory power (all p > 0.6). In other words, the reason for the higher

average percentage of inaccurate beliefs in multiple-rpne groups (cf. Table 9 in

Section 5.2) is the substantially lower fraction of easy-to-predict defectors, rather

than the uncertainty stemming from the multiplicity of equilibrium actions.

Table 12 seems to suggest a reason for the apparent higher predictability of

defectors. 90% of the unconditional defectors from the prefs-experiment choose a

contribution of 0 also in part simPG-experiment. However, in this case, no average

belief of other players can deviate negatively from the true contribution, so that

what for other types is split up into negative deviations and non-deviations will

fall completely into the non-deviation category for defectors. Comparing the row-

wise sums of the �rst two categories in Table 12 would seem to lend support to

this contention.

Average belief deviation from true action < −2 ∈ [−2,2] > 2 No. obs.

...if the target is a defector 9 61 30 82

...if the target is a conditional cooperator 31 36 33 230

...if the target is a triangle cooperator 18 43 40 40

...if the target is non-classi�able 33 29 38 24

Table 12: Percentage of belief deviations from true contributions, averaged over

all stated beliefs, by target-player type.

The important question that remains is why it seems so hard to predict others’

behaviour. One answer seems to be that participants—being well-aware of the fact

that not everybody will conform to the equilibrium predictions—are not very good

46
The corresponding two-sided Boschloo-tests all yield p > 0.3.
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at assessing which (quarter of the) other players will deviate from the equilibrium

prediction. However, this does not seem to be the full story. Figure 5 contrasts the

fraction of average beliefs on each player type that deviates from the nearest rpne

by at most 2 with the corresponding percentages of actual rpne actions.
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 91.6%     67.1%

cond. coop. (50)

 62%      48%

triangle contr. (14)
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Figure 5: Percentages of rpne contributions by the respective player types, compared to

percentages of average beliefs about them that deviate by at most 2 from the nearest rpne

action. Row 1 depicts {(0, 0, 0)}-groups, row 2 those with multiple rpne. The numbers

of players of each type are given in parentheses; for the (partly dependent) observations

concerning the beliefs, the given numbers are to be doubled.

Figure 5 shows that virtually all player types choose the rpne action more

frequently than is expected by the other group members (exceptions are the un-

classi�able in case of the unique rpne, and the triangle contributors in case of

multiple rpne; yet, for neither of the two cases is there an adequate number of

observations). In other words, under both types of rpne sets, participants seem

to underestimate the economic forces drawing others (and themselves) towards

equilibrium. Notably, a third of all participants expect even defectors to contribute

positive amounts when the latter observe others’ schedules.
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5.5 A two-player-game control treatment

There is one possible explanation that would account for most of the �ndings and

that I have not explored so far. Finding an equilibrium in a three-player game

with given reaction functions is not trivial for many of the constellations that

occurred in the experiment. It could be the case that the three-player public good

game is so complex that the participants cannot comprehend an equilibrium even

if it is disclosed to them. If that were the case, the missing treatment di�erences

between infoType and infoEqm as well as the missing accuracy of participants’

beliefs would have an easy explanation. In this section, I brie�y point out the

main �ndings of a control treatment infoType-2p that should reduce complexity

su�ciently to rule out this explanation. Treatment infoType-2p is the same as

treatment infoType except for the fact that there are only two players per group in

both the prefs- and the simPG-experiments. Accordingly, the public good’s mpcr

changed to 0.75. 76 new participants participated in three sessions in December

2014 and January 2015. An analysis is provided in Appendix C.

What are the main lessons from the two-player game? Again, about 80% of the

participants play a best-response to one of their stated beliefs, some 75% play rpne

actions, and more than 80% include a belief that corresponds to the other players’

actions in a rpne. There remains a seizable percentage (40%) of participants unable

to include their partner’s true contribution in a belief list that can have up to four

entries - when there are only six contribution levels. As a consequence, the number

of groups behaving according to the rpne prediction remains low also in the two-

player game. As an interesting �nal remark, in groups with a unique rpne that

is di�erent from omnilateral defection, almost all measures are further away from

the rpne than in the groups with a full-defection rpne or with multiple equilibria.

In that sense, these rpne predictions are less accurate descriptively—and seem to

be less believable also from a player’s perspective.

5.6 Evidence for successful signalling prevention

Using three observations from Section 5.2, I argue that the provisions to prevent

signalling in the prefs-experiment have been su�cient. First, contributions tends

to deviate positively from the equilibrium predictions based on the participants’

conditional-contribution preferences. However, to reap the bene�ts from others’

increased cooperativeness in reaction to signalling behaviour, participants should

have in�ated their conditional-contribution preferences in the prefs-experiment.

In that case, the rpne predictions for the simPG-experiment—calculated using

the conditional-contribution preferences from the prefs-experiment—should have

shifted upward. Hence, we would expect contributions in the simPG-experiment

(which would be based on true preferences) to deviate negatively from the predic-
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tions under a signalling hypothesis. This is the opposite of what we see.

Second, on a micro-level, in the simPG-experiment the vast majority of the

participants play a best-response to their beliefs according to the conditional-

contribution preferences elicited in the prefs-experiment. In contrast, had the

conditional-contribution preferences been in�ated, then the predicted simPG-

contribution frequently should deviate from the observed contribution, as contri-

butions in the simPG-experiment are determined by participants’ true—and there-

fore, non-in�ated—preferences.

Third, players do not mis-estimate systematically others’ contributions. This

could mean two things: either there is no signalling going on and participants

have a rough idea of what others will contribute; or participants have in�ated their

conditional-contribution schedules in the prefs-experiment and adjust rationally

for the amount of signalling. The observation that simPG-behaviour seems to be

at least as pro-socially oriented as the conditional-contribution vectors seems to

lend support to the �rst explanation: under signalling in conjunction with ra-

tional adjustment of beliefs, we once again should expect a downward-shift in

pro-sociality in the simPG- compared to the prefs-experiment, which we do not

observe. Hence, participants also do not seem to believe in systematic signalling

attempts by others.

As �nal remark, note that the ex-post incentive of a completely ‘sel�sh’ player

to mimic the behaviour of a conditional cooperator would have been slightly neg-

ative even if the sel�sh player had known which behaviour would be displayed to oth-

ers in some of the treatments.
47

In other words, actual signalling incentives were

strongly negative given participants did not know whether behaviour would be

disclosed, and if so, which.

47
A simple ordinary-least-squares regression of the sum of others’ contributions on my-

preference-type dummies yields a coe�cient of 5.6 for the conditional-cooperator dummy (p =
0.004; ‘sel�sh’ being the baseline). Given mpcr = 0.5, displaying a conditional-cooperator’s rather

than a full-defector’s contribution schedule yields 2.80 Euros. Because the simPG-experiment is

chosen with probability
1
6 , and because players are in one of the info treatments with probabil-

ity
96+92

48+96+92 = 0.797 (cf. Section 4.4), the cooperative schedule yields 0.37 Euros in expecta-

tion. To calculate the signalling costs, note that the average �rst-mover contribution in the prefs-

experiment was just above 8 Euros, while the average conditional-contributor schedule (cf. Fig. 4

in Section 5.3) can be described roughly by own contribution = 0.9·others’ average contribution. So,

to e�ectively signal being a conditional contributor, the ‘sel�sh’ player would have had to invest

an average of 7.2 Euros as the last-moving player in the prefs-experiment. This would happen in
1
3

of the cases if the prefs-experiment were selected (with probability
1
6 ), so that expected signalling

costs of a completely sel�sh participant, conditional on knowing when to signal, amounted to 0.40

Euros, which is 3 Cents above the expected bene�t.
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6 Summary

This paper has addressed the question of whether a Nash equilibrium based on

participants’ elicited preferences describes their behaviour in the corresponding

(public-good) game. For this purpose, I have introduced an experimental design

that allows to examine the strategic aspects of a social situation controlling for

players’ social preferences, as well as for their beliefs regarding other players’

preferences. I have found that to a large extent, strategic behaviour is in line with

the Nash-prediction based on participants’ elicited conditional-contribution pref-

erences (termed revealed-preference Nash-Equilibrium, or rpne): most participants

best-respond to one of their stated beliefs (Result 2), play a rpne action (Result

2.2), and consider an action pro�le of the other players that corresponds to a pure-

strategy rpne a likely outcome (Result 4). However, roughly two thirds of them

do not state empirically correct beliefs (Result 5), and therefore, half of the par-

ticipants do not play a best-response to their co-players’ contributions. In fact,

the data show that the rpne holds for hardly any group in our study (Result 5.1),

and even individually, participants’ behaviour conforms rarely to the prediction

(Result 5.2). Importantly, these results hold for groups with multiple rpne as well

as for groups with a unique pure-strategy rpne. Furthermore, none of the above

�ndings can be attributed to participants’ potential inability to �nd the rpne set:

providing players with the possibility to display the complete set of equilibria leads

to an insigni�cantly lower percentage of rpne choices (Result 2.3). A two-player

control treatment underlines the robustness of the �ndings from the three-player

games.

The above results specify Fischbacher and Gächter’s 2010 �nding—overly opti-

mistic beliefs cause the high average contributions commonly observed in public-

good experiments—in two important ways. First, in more than 30% of all groups,

we should expect multiple equilibria (Result 1), which is substantially more than,

for example, the 6% that Fehr and Schmidt (1999) would predict. And second, the

results show that participants’ uncertainty about other participants’ preferences

explains (only a) part of their optimism (Result 2.1). In an attempt to get a better

understanding of the reasons for participants’ inaccurate beliefs, I embarked on

an exploratory analysis of beliefs using the player-type categories introduced in

Fischbacher et al. (2001). The analysis shows that the higher average percentage

of inaccurate beliefs in multiple-rpne groups can be explained by their respec-

tive group composition in conjunction with two simple facts: (i) player types do

not di�er in their ability to predict others’ behaviour, and (ii) the behaviour of

defectors seems to be easier to predict compared to other types (Result 7). The

second fact most likely is due to defectors’ optimal choice being a corner solution.

Notably, multiplicity of rpne per se does not seem to play a role for the strategic

uncertainty participants face as expressed in the fraction of inaccurate beliefs.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, I have presented an experimental design that allows to induce com-

mon knowledge of preferences. This methodologic innovation allows to control

participants’ beliefs about other participants’ preferences. This has two key advan-

tages. First, the design allows to separate the e�ect of strategic uncertainty from

the e�ect of uncertainty over others’ preferences. In the context studied here, this

allowed me to show that overly optimistic beliefs in public-good experiments are

due only partially to uncertainty over other players’ preferences. Second, the de-

sign has allowed me to examine in detail the role of beliefs for behaviour once

the preference uncertainty is controlled for. This analysis has shown that a par-

ticipant’s beliefs and preferences determine her own behaviour, but that partici-

pants are rather bad at predicting others’ behaviour, leading to a high degree of

strategic uncertainty. The mis-match of beliefs and others’ actions suggests that

proponents of social-preference theories may want to reconsider the strategic part

of their theories and incorporate other models. A potential candidate would be a

level-k model that predicts such a mis-match of beliefs and others’ actions, and

that has been used successfully to explain behaviour in other domains.

Finally, this study has shown that the prevalence of multiple (high-cooperation)

equilibria may be higher than commonly expected. This �nding underlines the ne-

cessity of conducting this type of exercise also for other situations in which social

preferences are thought to be important. Without studies like the present one, it is

impossible to assess how often people face a public-good game when confronted

with a public-good situation—and how often they face merely a coordination game.

Understanding the nature of the games people face, however, is crucial for our un-

derstanding of social behaviour, both inside and outside of the laboratory.
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was done on a computer running on KDE-based (KDE e.V., 2012) Kubuntu, which

required the use of wine for the programming of the experiment. A Windows-

based computer handled the equilibrium calculations for all hypothetical groups.

The article was written using Kile.
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